D uring the last two decades several integrated tools have been developed to m ake the existing scientific knowledge available to river m anagers and assist them with the form ulation and evaluation of alternative com binations of measures. Yet, few practical examples of em bedding of these instrum ents in river m anagem ent organizations can be observed so far. This paper identifies the possible organiza tional, technical, and scientific factors that may form an obstacle for the design and application of a Décision-Support System (DSS) for river-basin m anagem ent by analyzing the interaction betw een the different participants in the Elbe DSS J.-L. de Kok (ES) U nit Spatial Environm ental Modelling, Flemish Institute for Technological R esearch (V IT O ), B oeretang 200, Ô Springer J.-L. de K ok et al.
Introduction
W ith the adoption of the E U W ater Fram ew ork Directive (E U 2000; Moss 2004) all E uropean countries have com m itted themselves to a river-basin approach. The form ulation and im plem entation of Integrated River Basin M anagem ent (IRBM ) strategies in accordance with both the national legislation and the E U directive is not a straightforw ard task. Finding a proper balance betw een the interests of different stakeholders requires understanding the effects of combined m easures on multiple river functions. U ncertain future conditions related to, for example, changing po litical priorities, economic developm ent and climate change, influence the outcome of proposed alternatives, and thereby their ranking. A lthough the decisions are inherently a political m atter there is a growing awareness that plans need scientific underpinning and the support of local stakeholders prior to im plem entation. To help bridge the gap betw een the scientific knowledge and dem and for inform ation it is desirable to combine a wide range of expertise and data and make it available for the analysis and presentation of promising strategies for IRBM . A DSS for river basin m anagem ent enables-for different scenarios-the com parison of river strategies based on the effects on multiple objectives. It can be used to support the planning and im plem entation of m easures (G iupponi 2007; Volk et al. 2007 ) and the com m unication betw een the stakeholders and betw een the researchers involved. The different purposes of a DSS for IR BM include: analysis of different m anagem ent alternatives, comm unication, education, and knowledge m anagem ent (Loucks 1995; H ahn and Engelen 2000; Z hu and D ale 2000; W estm acott 2001; De K ok and W ind 2003; Legris et al. 2003; M aurel et al. 2007; G iupponi 2007) . D uring the last decades a variety of tools were developed to assist w ater m anagers with strategic planning tasks (B erlekam p et al. 2005; G iupponi 2007) . M any of these instrum ents take an integrated perspective on problem s by combining scientific knowledge from multiple disciplines to understand the relevant processes and effects of different combinationŝ of measures. Recently, some interesting examples were presented of the crosslinkage betw een process analysis and software design of a DSS for IRBM (Castelletti and Soncini-Sessa 2007; Castelletti et al. 2007; D ietrich et al. 2007 ). D espite of the involvem ent of potential users during the design and effort spent on generic fram eworks for integrated w ater m anagem ent ( Van W averen et al. 1999; Mysiak et al. 2005; Refsgaard et al. 2005; G iupponi et al. 2007; Schölten et al. 2007 ) there are still few practical examples of river organizations that use these instrum ents for policy analysis and com m unication purposes (Gourbesville 2008) . W alker (2002) examined the failure of décision-support projects in the field of rural resource m anagem ent and attributes the lack of acceptation of DSS by users to inflexibility, inaccessibility, irrelevance of the instrum ents, a lack of confidence, or institutional and political barriers. M any of these problem s have been reported elsewhere in the literature (Ubbels and V erhallen 2000; W estm acott 2001; D e K ok and W ind 2003; Legris et al. 2003; U ran and Janssen 2003; Mysiak et al. 2005; Borowski and H are 2007; B rugnach et al. 2007; Olsson and A ndersson 2007) in one form or another and were also experienced with the developm ent of a pilot DSS for the Elbe river. H ere, the different roles and interaction of all participants in DSS design are examined in detail for a concrete case study in order to arrive at practical guidelines for the complete DSS life cycle. In particular attention is paid to the software engineering aspects of the design process. The paper is organized as follows. To provide a basis for the user perspective Section 2 analyzes the potential role of a DSS to support decision making related to integrated river-basin m anagem ent. Section 3 describes the design process and structure of the Elbe-DSS in m ore detail. Section 4 discusses the procedural and technical aspects of the software engineering approach that was followed to design the DSS in com parison to other approaches. Section 5 takes the design history of two key com ponents of the DSS, the risk assessment model (De K ok and H uang 2005) and point-source pollution m odel G R E A T -E R (M atthies et al. 2001; Berlekam p et al. 2007) , to illustrate the problem s that can be experienced when models have to be (re)designed for application in a DSS. Guidelines for more efficient (in term s of the process) and more effective (in term s of acceptance) DSS design are form ulated in Section 6, which is followed by the conclusions section.
Functions of a DSS for River-basin Management
In general river basin planning should be aimed at multiple purposes, integrated de velopm ent, and generating acceptance for interventions (Downs et al. 1991; Barrow 1998; Moss 2004) . To understand how river m anagers can be supported by using DSS tools it is necessary to examine the cycle of policy planning and im plem entation (Fig. 1) . The policy cycle consists of six steps (H oekstra 2005) , which are to take place in an iterative rather than a sequential way. A key activity in the planning phase, aimed at identifying and analyzing m anagem ent alternatives, is that of policy analysis (Miser and Q uade 1985) . This requires scientific knowledge and expertise to describe the effects of different com binations of m easures and scenarios on selected indica tors. D uring the im plem entation phase it is im portant to gain support for a policy.
This conceptual model of control still leaves open the question to what extent and how a DSS can support river basin managers. The role of inform ation and support for effective control in w ater m anagem ent can be form ulated in term s of Implementation and control Planning D e c is io n m a k in g P o lic y a n a l y s is Im p le m e n ta tio n o f m e a s u r e s O p e ra tio n a n d m a in te n a n c e E v a lu a tio n M o n ito rin g Fig. 1 T he policy cycle (H oekstra 2005) three conditions (D e Leeuw 1974; V erbeek and W ind 2001) . Consistency refers to a rational problem solving process, which pertains to the planning cycle in Fig. 1 , aimed at form ulating clear objectives and actions that can be taken to achieve these. But the complexity of IR B M is also a consequence of the need to take different, possibly conflicting interests into account. Therefore, gaining support is the second condition for a m anagem ent plan to be im plem ented effectively. The supply o f information is the third condition: both the form ulation of a consistent m anagem ent strategy and the creation of support benefit from adequate inform ation. D epending on w hether knowledge concerning the effects or the acceptance of a policy is more im portant, the policy m aking process should focus on consistency-oriented activities (such as setting the objectives, finding m easures, and modeling the effects) or support-oriented activities (such as negotiation and com m unication) according to V erbeek and W ind (2001) . Gaining societal and institutional support by interactively dem onstrating the different effects of promising alternatives at an early stage, for example, is a task that could be addressed with a DSS, provided that there is no alternative (W alker 2002) . This task is clearly different from com prehensive analysis of a m anagem ent strategy by a person who is to provide a river m anager with detailed information. In the past DSS have been defined as com puter-based tools that assist m anagers with solving ill-structured problem s (M orton 1971; Sprague and Carlson 1982; Loucks 1995) . A lthough the analysis of different solutions to a problem is an obvious purpose, various other uses for a DSS have been identified as well (Loucks 1995; W alker 2002; Janssen et al. 2006 ):
• Discussion support • Learning environm ent, educational tool Springer • Institutional capacity building • D ata storage, m odel library
The basic com ponents of a DSS are the user-interface, data base, and an inference engine based on models of different scientific disciplines (Sprague and Carlson 1982) .
Typically a DSS has a practical purpose, which distinguishes it from integrated assessment studies (Scrase and Sheate 2002) with a more scientific aim. The criticism (W estm acott 2001; W alker 2002) with respect to the usefulness of a DSS for resource m anagem ent is mostly related to a lack of relevance for the envisaged users and unclear role for the instrum ent . W alker (2002) concludes that capacity building by learning may be a m ore appropriate function than influencing the decision making process itself, whereas (W estm acott 2001) emphasizes the com m unication supporting function of a DSS. Therefore, the objectives and structure of the Elbe-DSS must be elaborated before discussing the problem s related to its design and application.
The Elbe-DSS as a Tool for IRBM

The River Elbe and O rganizational Aspects of River Basin M anagem ent
The Elbe is one of the largest rivers in C entral Europe with a catchm ent area of about 148,000 km 2 and a length of 1100 km (Fig. 2) . Two-thirds of the catchm ent lies in Germ any. The m odeled G erm an section of river has a length of 586 km betw een the C zech-G erm an border and the weir at G eesthacht, near the city of H am burg. The elevation ranges betw een sea level near H am burg up to 1000 m in the m ountains near the Czech border. The land use in the catchm ent is mainly agricultural with some large cities such as D resden and M agdeburg along the river. The m ean annual precipitation is approxim ately 700 mm per year (H A D 2000) with a maximum precipitation of over 1200 mm per year in the m ountainous areas of the catchm ent. The w ater quality in the river is affected by agricultural runoff, while settlem ents and m anufacturing within the river basin form ed im portant point sources of pollution in the past. In term s of shipping density the river Elbe is an im portant waterway in G erm any, although not com parable to the Rhine (http://www.elwis.de). Planned and ongoing river engineering works are aimed at improving the navigability of the river by groyne restoration, and reducing the risk of flooding by large-scale dike displacem ent and renaturation of the floodplains. Several sections of the upper and middle part of the river have been designated as protected nature reserves with vegetation types that form a habitat for rare fauna. It is not yet clear to what extent the hydrom orphological consequences of river engineering works will affect the vegetation conditions along the river. The form ulation of an optimal m anagem ent strategy requires in-depth understanding of the interaction of these m easures with the social-economic, ecological, and physical processes at different scale levels . A t the national level a distinction can be m ade betw een the administrative and practical com petences related to waters in Germ any. This means that different p ar ties are involved in the decision processes. W ith regard to their function as waterways for navigation the m ajor rivers are under federal ownership. M anagem ent obligations for navigation are assigned to the Federal M inistry of Transport, Building and U rban Affairs (BMVBS) with the Federal W aterways and Shipping A dm inistration (WSV) The Elbe-DSS combines knowledge, m ethodologies and tools of different institu tions. D epending on their respective com petences the different described administrational decision m akers and interest groups are either "potential" or already practical users. The indicators that are taken into account as decision criteria and the way these have been im plem ented in the Elbe-DSS will be described in Section 3.5.
System Structure
The Elbe-DSS is founded on the hydraulic, ecological and other data, models and knowledge that had been collected and developed during the research program Elbe Ecology and were available from different organizations involved in m anagem ent of the river basin (G ruber and Kofalk 2001; H atterm ann et al. 2007) . In this way high quality and up-to-date m odels and data have been made available to the m anagers of the River Elbe. In view of the multi-objective nature of the DSS and scale differences of m odels and data, the choice was made to use a m odular design with four interacting m odules pertaining to three scale levels: the river basin and corresponding river netw ork, the m ain channel (including floodplains), and a river section (selected locations along the river). Figure 3 shows the qualitative system diagram that reflects the m odular structure of the DSS. The catchm ent module uses a conceptual rainfall-runoff model (Krysanova et al. 1999) and l x l km grid to describe the effect of non-point source pollution on the quality of the runoff under various hydrological conditions and m anagem ent practices (B ehrendt et al. 1999; M atthies and B erlekam p 2006) . In the river netw ork module the com plete river netw ork is divided into 2 km reaches to describe the dispersal of point-source pollution (M atthies et al. 2001; M atthies and Berlekam p 2006) . B oth m odules interact with the other two m odules of the DSS, the channel and river section module, via the discharge statistics. These are derived from the time series for the average daily discharge which are obtained with the rainfall-runoff model. The focus of the catchm ent and netw ork module of the Elbe DSS lies on 
U ser Interface
To reflect the system hierarchy of the DSS the user interface is an interactive representation of the qualitative system diagram and provides easy access to the four key com ponents of the DSS: m odel system, external scenarios, m easures, and the indicators corresponding to the m anagem ent objectives. D epending on the them e of interest the user can either obtain inform ation or enter changes via dialogue boxes. Figure 4 provides an example screenshot for the flood risk assessment in the channel module of the DSS, retention being one of the m easures to mitigate the flood risk. V aluable features of the DSS are the presentation of results in the form of interactive maps, which allow for user changes, the possibility to explore the effects of various com binations of measures, and the online docum entation of the complete DSS design, including the data, knowledge, scientific m odel assumptions, and key indicators. Exam ples of aggregated inform ation provided to the users are given in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. Table 1 shows the effect of 14 controlled retention polders on the flood risk for flood events with different retu rn periods. The com bination of polders and way these can be operated can be chosen by the users via the map editor (see the flooded area is less pronounced, due to the presence of large areas that are not protected by dikes (including the floodplains).
Decision Processes and A pplication for Decision Support
The decisions with respect to certain m easures are taken by the institutions which are legally responsible. D ue to the above described mixture of sectoral com petences on the river systems and the variety of interests, agreem ents with the involved adm inis trative bodies are often organized by the responsible institution. The related decision processes are characterized by more or less collaborative coordination procedures within special working groups, which are in charge of preparing the decisions by commonly agreed recom m endations. These recom m endations are often based on existing sectoral data and sectoral expertise on the impacts of measures, which are delivered by every party separately. The agreem ents are prim arily based on an estimate of the effects of the proposed m easures and also subject to negotiations.
The decisive bodies described in chapter 3.1 are the designated users of the Elbe-DSS. They are enabled to assess the impacts of m anagem ent options via the user oriented interface. The Elbe-DSS gives access to the scientific models, which are norm ally the exclusive dom ain of scientists. The users can select and enter a set of "measures" by which they w ant to achieve their "management objectives". For th e calculation of th e n a v ig a b le daya or th e navigability in g e n e r a l a l p ie s e n t lime, il is not yd . possible to a c h ie v e valid results. T h e p re s e n te d a p p ro a c h is a starting point for th e further interdisciplinary d evelopm ent of weS g ro u n d e d scientific c o n c e p ts, Additionally, the users can select previously com puted "external scenarios", such as climate-change scenarios or land-use scenarios. The defined "indicators" are state param eters describing to w hat extent an objective has been achieved. The external scenarios and the management measures are interrelated and im plem ented in the system kernel according to the param eters in the models. The ranges within which the user is perm itted to vary these param eters are defined on a case-by-case basis in order to avoid meaningless or contradictory settings. Table 2 shows a list of the indicators that have been included in the Elbe-DSS. The indicators were selected by consulting key stake holders and depend in data used in the DSS. their quality • D yke break scenarios and the m odel param eters. By m eans of a context sensitive online help ("library function"), all incorporated data and m odels are docum ented in term s of authorship and accuracy. W hen a set of m easures is selected, a sim ulation with all integrated models can be started. D epending on the settings chosen by the user this may last up to 20 minutes, after which the consequences of an anticipated policy are displayed for the selected indicators. The users can figure out the best "if-then"-scenarios in an iterative way and examine the potential consequences of their recom m endations. This knowledge is essential for the developm ent, evaluation, and negotiation of a policy. The application of the Elbe-DSS or similar tools improves the ability for every party to develop particular ideas but also to find commonly agreed compromises. A typical example is the package of m aintenance m easures to be taken by the WSV for a certain stretch of the Elbe. These are subject to a co-operative procedure since nature protection zones and indicators of the EU -W FD are affected. A nother exam ple is the developm ent of a strategy to set up incentives for the agricultural sector to reduce nutrient loads with the highest cost-efficiency. The sub-catchments where a change in farming practices should be supported financially by the public, have to be determ ined. As required by the EU -W FD a public participation process is organized via internet inform ation systems, brochures and discussions on conferences under the responsibility of N G O s and the Länder. Practice-oriented decision support systems can also contribute to participative processes (M öltgen and Petry 2004; G iupponi et al. 2007 ). In parallel to the above described application for the developm ent of a policy, the Elbe-DSS approach is also appropriate to be used within a participative process. The agricultural sector is an im portant stakeholder in the river basin and involved in decisions, but is not a real decision m aker in the w ater m anagem ent tasks described above. The sector is m ore or less affected. H ere the authors see a future potential for use of the Elbe-DSS. A quantitative or qualitative evaluation or a multi-criteria analysis tool as proposed by e.g. H ostm ann et al. (2005) , has not been im plem ented so far. Technically the sim ulation results of the DSS can be exported in the form of datasets, which can easily be used in such tools.
Software Engineering
State of the A rt
A com plete review of the history of software engineering is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is useful to com pare the design process of the Elbe DSS with some typ ical approaches. D uring the past decades different software engineering approaches were followed to carry out complex design projects such as the developm ent of the Elbe DSS. The approaches differ both in organizational and technical term s, as well as the extent and timing of user involvement. The waterfall m odel Royce (1970) is a non-iterative process in which the specification of requirem ents, design, code im plem entation, integration, testing, and m aintenance are sequentially completed. The users are prim arily involved in the initial requirem ents specification phase. The rigidity of com pleting one step before going to the next m akes the waterfall model inflexible to cope with changing user requirem ents during the project and unexpected problem s, two issues that were observed in the Elbe DSS project. Nevertheless, some DSS for IRBM are still developed in this way, albeit unintentionally. The waterfall m odel can be im proved by allowing for iterations as proposed by Royce (1970) . Software prototyping (C rinnion 1991) provides the users with an outlook on the final product in the form of a prototype design with a limited num ber of features. Their feedback can then be used during the rem ainder of the project. A pitfall of prototyping is that facade features may raise false or unrealistic expectations. The Elbe DSS itself was intended to be a prototype for a full features DSS. In addition, prototyping deliverables were used starting half-way the project to facilitate the com m unication with users and obtain more m eaningful feedback. The M U LIN O project (G iupponi et al. 2004 ) also relied on prototyping to involve users. The spiral m odel (Boehm and Belz 1988) is a com bination of the waterfall m odel and software prototyping, using both bottom -up and top-dow n concepts for the design. D uring the design of the Elbe DSS the availability models and data drove the design bottom -up on the one hand, w hereas the system diagram served as top-down structure to keep the design in focus on the other hand. The rational unified process (K ruchten 2004) is founded on the spiral m odel and analysis of the failures in earlier projects. It uses the object-oriented Unified M odeling Language (UM L). The m ethod is iterative and characterized by adaptation to the user/organizational setting, a continuous emphasis on software quality, balancing of stakeholder priorities, and team collaboration. A good example is the G L O W A D anube project (Ludwig et al. 2003) . A spects of the rational unified process could also be observed in the Elbe DSS project, reflected by the bi-monthly developers meetings, frequent consultations with users and emphasis on direct com m unication betw een the software engineers and researchers. Agile software developm ent m ethods (Cohen et al. 2004 ) are highly flexible and unplanned, with quick adaptations to changes. A detailed prospect on deliverables can only be given on the short-term , long-term goals are general. Agile developm ent works best with small team s of expert developers. The approach is in contrast with the Elbe project, which was based on detailed planning as m uch as possible. The G erm an V m odel (Bröhl and D raschei 1995) is the standard for software engineering for the G erm an federal governm ent and also widely used in the USA. The V shape (Verification and Validation) depicts the activities of design, im plem entation, and testing. The aim is to improve the cost-effectiveness by setting the objectives at an early stage, thorough requirem ent specification, and an emphasis on testing. Each requirem ent corresponds to a design object. The approach is more rigid than the practice for the Elbe DSS design. In general term s the design process of the Elbe DSS bears characteristics of prototyping and the rational unified process, taking a middle road betw een highly flexible and highly planned software engineering m ethods with room for multiple iterations and regular though not continuous consultations with stakeholders and envisaged users.
The Elbe DSS
General Procedure
The design of the DSS was based on a systems analysis approach (Miser and Q uade 1985; D e Kok and W ind 2002) with four distinct stages:
-Problem form ulation: identifying key users and stakeholders, relevant problem s and objectives; form ulating tentative m easures and possible boundary conditions; identifying the future economic and physical conditions that may interfere with the measures.
-Qualitative system design: identifying the relevant social-economic, physical, and ecological variables and processes; cause-effect reasoning to link m easures to objectives via the processes in a qualitative system diagram. -Quantitative system design: collecting m odels and data needed to design a quan titative fram ew ork of analysis based on the qualitative system diagram of the previous step.
-Implementation o f the DSS: technical integration of m odels and data in an interactive DSS with a graphical user interface based on the qualitative system design; verification (debugging) and validation of the DSS functioning.
Obviously, these activities were to take place in an interactive, iterative, and flexible way, to deal with changing user requirem ents and allow for feedback on the design, as well as unexpected problems. For example, in some cases data and models had to be collected during the project. Nevertheless, the four stages were used to structure the design process at a general level. The qualitative system diagram was regularly updated to m onitor the progress of the design. The online help library, which docum ents all m odels and data used in the DSS, provides literature references and scientific background inform ation to assist the user with structuring the current knowledge and available data for the Elbe river basin. This activity started about half-way the project with increasing effort tow ards the end of the project. The m ain objective of the library is to make the underlying scientific assumptions and concepts transparent, allowing for open discussion of the com plete scientific content of the DSS. The application of different scientific concepts for similar functionalities m ade the DSS design m ore complex than was originally anticipated. To avoid confusion among the users the online library docum entation m akes frequent use of hyperlinks to related m odel concepts and DSS functionalities. In particular this was considered im portant for researchers and stakeholders who would like to explore functionalities that differed from their own research or m anagem ent background, or those interested in trans-disciplinary linkages betw een m easures and objectives.
M odel Integration
For the pilot version of the Elbe-DSS, m any of the software com ponents were not developed from scratch; instead they were derived, adapted and extended from generic classes provided by G eonam ica®, an object-oriented application fram ew ork for ISDSS (H ahn and E ngelen 2000) . The prim ary benefits of using an application fram ew ork for ISDSS developm ent stem from two types of reuse: design reuse and implementation reuse. The observation that core concepts and com ponents and their interactions within the dom ain of ISDSS are relatively stable, has led to the notion of 'design pattern s'. Design patterns can be identified at the architectural level (e.g. interaction betw een the simulation engine and m odel building blocks) and at the do m ain level (e.g. interaction betw een a dynamic land use m odel and a transportation m odel). A n application fram ew ork supports design reuse, by delivering a useful set of docum ented software design patterns, as well as im plem entation reuse, by providing partial solutions in the form of a skeleton application and class libraries. Therefore, using a fram ew ork for ISDSS developm ent may save large costs for rediscovery and reinvention. Besides providing economic benefits, such fram eworks enhance the m odularity by encapsulating unstable im plem entation details behind stable in ter faces. The stable interfaces enhance reusability by defining generic com ponents that can be reapplied to create new ISDSS applications. In addition, a generic fram ew ork enhances the extensibility by providing 'tem plate m ethods' that allow applications to extend their stable interfaces with application specific behavior (Fayad et al. 1999) .
M odel integration is an issue that receives increasing attention, see for example the O pen M odeling Interface and Environm ent (O pen MI 2008) . In general the m ethods used for technical m odel integration can be grouped into three categories:
(1) strong coupling, (2) weak coupling and (3) reim plem entation (H ahn and Engelen 2000) .
Strong coupling m eans that the m odel is equipped with a software interface that enables direct exchange of data structures with other software com ponents. This can be achieved by im plem enting a so called 'w rapper' that provides the required interface. A m ong the advantages of this m ethod we find that, if at all, only a small part of the original m odel code has to be adapted and that it is possible to achieve m odel integration with very low com putational overhead. O n the downside we find that it can be a non-trivial engineering effort to develop the interface wrapper. For small models, the am ount of w rapper code som etimes even exceeds the model code.
W ith the weak coupling m ethod, the file system or a database is used as an indirect link betw een the models. In cases where a m odel is only available as executable software code w ithout a program m ing interface, this is often the only way to integrate the model. A m ong the advantages of the weak coupling approach we find that it has very few requirem ents for the m odel to be integrated. The source code of the m odel is not required and it is sufficient to know the exact form at of the input/output files or database to control the model. The drawback of the weak coupling m ethod, especially when using the file system for data exchange, is that it often creates a perform ance bottleneck in the DSS, because disk m em ory access is several orders of magnitude slower com pared to com m unication via the main memory. This p e r form ance bottleneck often becom es critical when individual models are arranged in a dynamic sim ulation context and frequently need to exchange large spatial data structures (e.g. raster maps), which is very com m on with spatially explicit models used in an environm ental DSS. R ecent developm ents in spatial database technology show im proved support for large m ultidim ensional raster data (R einer et al. 2002; Vinhas et al. 2003) , which may lessen the perform ance-related disadvantages of the weak coupling approach to some degree.
Reimplementation of a m odel is an approach, which keeps all design options for technical integration open. From a software engineering point of view, reim plem en tation often produces by far the best results. For small models, reim plem entation of the m odel in the language of the DSS often takes considerable less effort com pared to the 'w rapper' approach. H ow ever, from an organizational point of view, reim plem en tation has the disadvantage that it creates a new independent version of the model. In m ost cases, this version will not replace the original version of the m odel author and therefore, for the whole lifecycle of the DSS two parallel m odel versions need to be m aintained, updated, synchronized and tested. R eim plem entation also means that the software engineer, at least partly, takes over the (scientific) responsibility for the (re-im plem ented version of the) m odel from the original author.
Each m ethod for technical m odel integration has its own specific strengths and weaknesses. In the Elbe-DSS project, the decision about which m ethod to use was taken for each m odel individually on the basis of a thorough m odel review, which in volved technical, scientific and end-user oriented criteria. Close cooperation betw een scientists and software engineers, as early as possible in the model developm ent process, yields the best results in term s of flexible, robust and well engineered model im plem entations that can be reused and integrated as com ponents in larger systems such as ISDSS.
Project Organization and User Involvem ent
The multi-disciplinary developm ent team consisted of researchers of several univer sities, consultants, and software engineers, and was coordinated by the BfG with multiple roles as m odel deliverer, potential user and interm ediary for other users. To guide the project and to ensure a final product with functionalities that m atched the requirem ents of the different users these were involved in the design process on a frequent basis during the whole developm ent process. This was done by selecting a num ber of representatives of different stakeholders: research institutes and public organizations responsible for nature protection, shipping, flood safety, w ater quality, and other functions. The project started with the identification of potential end-users during the feasibility study that preceded the project (Van D elden 2000; V erbeek et al. 2000) to discuss relevant problem s and potential measures. In many cases the persons that were interviewed represented organizations responsible for a specific river function, such as flood safety or vegetation ecology, and the users did not have a picture in mind of a DSS for integrated river-basin m anagem ent. A t the beginning of the main project a steering com m ittee was form ed to m onitor the progress and give feedback on the achievem ent of m ilestones and the user orientation of the tool. Halfway the project a stage was reached where a tentative functionality of the DSS could be shown to selected stakeholders. Their feedback has been used to adapt and improve the design. In this way the users gradually obtained a clearer picture of what a DSS could look like. W ith tim e progressing the comments and suggestions of the users were aimed at the definitive choices of m easures and indicators, followed by the detailed aspects of the user interface in the final year of the project. Furtherm ore, bim onthly project meetings were held, during which the progress could be verified and technical or scientific problem s discussed or prevented.
Formulating Models
Once the problem s and solutions had been identified and translated into a qualitative system design models and data were needed to m ake the desired functionalities possible. The step of collecting data and (re)form ulating m odels based on the functional requirem ents was less obvious than anticipated as the following two examples will illustrate.
Flood Risk A ssessm ent
For a technical description of the flood risk assessment the reader is referred to the online m anual that comes with the Elbe-DSS and earlier publications (http://elise.bafg.de/77295). H ere, the focus lies with the design history of this func tionality. From the beginning onwards, assessing flood safety was a key functionality of the prototype DSS. Several sections of the dikes along the River Elbe required m aintenance (IK SE 2004) and dike failure occurred at different places in the recent past, with the flood catastrophe of August 2002 in Middle Europe as unprecedented example. This flood resulted in over nine billion E uro flood damage in G erm any alone (IK SE 2004) , mostly along the tributaries of the River Elbe, and occurred by the end of the conceptualization phase of the project. U p to that m om ent the flood risk functionality of the prototype DSS focused on "static" assessment of the flood risk at the aggregated level of the m ain channel. Only the one-dimensional hydraulic-num erical m odel H EC-2 was available (U SA C E 1982; O tte-W itte et al. 2002) to determ ine the w ater levels in the m ain channel as a function of the (peak) discharge. This m odel was calibrated for discharges with a recurrence interval up to 100 years. The dikes along the river Elbe have a protection level in the range of 10-200 years, excluding a 0.5-1 m safety board (IK SE 2004) . To dem onstrate the effect of dike heightening it was decided to use the stage-discharge relationships of the H EC -2 m odel to calculate the w ater levels pertaining to peak discharges with a recurrence interval betw een 10 and 200 years. In case this w ater level exceeded the dike height, this was considered to result in overtopping of the dike crest. Due to the absence of a validated 2D hydrodynam ic m odel these w ater levels were extrapolated in the cross direction to determ ine the inundation depths in case of dike overtopping. Stage-damage functions (D e K ok and H uang 2005) for selected, risk relevant land-use classes were used to determ ine the corresponding flood damage. For a selected river section south of the town of H avelberg (Elbe km 425) the probabilistic risk was shown in term s of qualitative risk classes, based on the flood damage m ultiplied with the exceedance probability of the peak discharge in the m ain channel. This simple approach had several limitations: only the effect of landuse change and dike heightening were included, the downstream propagation of a flood wave could not be included, the maximum inundation depths only roughly represented the effect of dike overtopping and not a dike breach, and the flow velocities in the inundated areas could not be determ ined. In response to the events that occurred during the 2002 flood and increased attention for discharge-oriented m easures from the side of the authorities (IK SE 2004) it was decided to refine the model in two respects. First, the hydraulic m odel was linked to the one-dimensional flood routing m odel E L B A (Fröhlich 1998) and a GIS-based approach was included to describe the effect of retention m easures on the dow nstream peak discharges (Helms et al. 2002) . Second, local stakeholders were consulted to identify four vulnerable locations. The 2D hydrodynam ic m odel SOBEK of W L |D elft Hydraulics (http://www.sobek.nl) was used to simulate a dike breach and obtain accurate maps of the maximum inundation depth, flow velocities, and corresponding flood damage. Because it was not technically and budgetary feasible to incorporate the SOBEK model into the DSS only pre-calculated m aps were shown. In addition, the strategic purpose of the pilot DSS limited the com putational load of the m odels that could be incorporated. This m eant that users could only choose among the four locations, and were not able to examine the consequences of flood events that differ in m agnitude or location. The resulting functionality has some advantages as well as drawbacks, both conceptually and in term s of the practical usefulness. The ID hydraulic approach provides inform ation on the flood risk at the aggregated scale of the G erm an Elbe as a whole. This is useful from the river-basin planning perspective and to analyze flood risk m itigation m easures with strong non-local effects, such as retention areas. The com prehensive 2D hydrodynam ic com putations with SOBEK are m ore accurate, particularly when the dynamic effects of a flood are of concern, but technically less desirable to im plem ent at the river scale. This can be som ewhat disappointing for users, who wish to analyze multiple flood prevention m easures and flood events for arbitrary locations. Furtherm ore, the two different approaches make the DSS design less consistent in term s of data and underlying model concepts. In general, the experience with the flood risk functionality of the Elbe-DSS points to three im portant design issues. First, developers should decide to w hat extent aggregated and detailed m odels should be included or not. This design decision should depend on the purpose of the DSS rather than the availability of models and data. Second, the design was science-driven, m eaning that the availability of research models and data for selected locations dom inate the design, rath er than the problem s perceived by stakeholders. Third, the application of different location-dependent models makes it very difficult to arrive at a flexible tool that can cope with changes in the m odel structure and a free choice of m easures that can be analyzed by the DSS users.
Pollution from Point and Diffuse Sources
The overall design of the Elbe-DSS and selected m odels for w ater quality have been reported by M atthies and B erlekam p (2006) . A technical description of the way the selected models have been linked is given in an extra paper (Berlekam p et al. 2007 ). Because w ater quality is one of the key issues of the E U W ater Fram ew ork Directive (E U 2000) it is a key com ponent of the DSS. It was clear that pollution from point and diffuse sources would be of growing im portance for the DSS and its end-users. In general w ater quality m odeling follows the downstream path of w ater soluble pollutants-that m eans to calculate emissions from diffuse and point sources, describe the transport dow nstream the river netw ork and take into account the elim ination processes in com bination with m odeled hydrology.
As an outcom e of the past fifteen years of intensive research in the Elbe area various m odels of w ater and/or nutrient transport exist (Krysanova et al. 1998; K ersebaum and Beblik 2001; B ecker et al. 2002) and different hydrological models were already applied to the Elbe catchm ent (Krysanova et al. 1999; Lahm er et al. 1999; K unkel and W endland 2002) . A n application of the G R E A T -E R model (M atthies et al. 2001) to the Elbe catchm ent was available to model the exposure from point sources and fate of pollutants in the river network. The setup of the w ater quality functionality of the DSS raised similar design questions as for the flood risk assessment: form ulating a m odel at the appropriate tem poral and spatial scale, choosing betw een a static or dynamic modeling approach, and ensuring flexibility of the m odel for later changes.
To integrate m odels adequately into a DSS two scale problem s have to be solved. A spatial scale problem occurs because processes at large scales (e.g. the diffuse emissions of nutrients from the whole catchm ent) have to be linked to smallscale processes (emissions from point sources and fate of pollutants in each river stretch) in a proper way. Because those processes can be described with different models, the adequate modeling scale had to be found. in a set of required m easures that can be grouped into the following categories: (1) m easures related to agro-practice, (2) m easures related to changes in land use and (3) m easures related to urban sewage treatm ent. This end-user wish list had to be reduced due to m odel restrictions-only those m easures that are fully supported by the m odels were im plem ented in the DSS. A m ore detailed view on the structure of the catchm ent and river netw ork m odules is shown in Fig. 8 . The advantages of the final w ater quality functionality consist of a broad set of im plem ented m easures based on user dem ands, the easy-to-use user interface for selecting those m easures and the possibility to evaluate the effects of combined m easures and external scenarios (M atthies and Berlekam p 2006; Berlekam p et al. 2007) . O n the other hand the m odel integration concept and the selected models them selves resulted in a decreased level of detail and increased uncertainty of the m odel output. Consultations of users during the project and prelim inary tests of the prototype with users pointed out that com m unicating systems uncertainty will be one of the m ain challenges for the further developm ent of the w ater quality functionality and the Elbe DSS in general.
Discussion
Balancing the Design
The experiences with the Elbe-DSS pilot study and problem s m entioned in the literature (U bbels and V erhallen 2000; W alker 2002; D e K ok and W ind 2003; U ran and Janssen 2003; Mysiak et al. 2005; Janssen et al. 2006; Borowski and H are 2007; B rugnach et al. 2007; Olsson and A ndersson 2007) point to com m unication problems that arise, among other reasons, due to the different backgrounds of the persons who have to cooperate in a DSS project. The users, who are often not clearly know n at the beginning, are often represented by a few selected persons from stake holder organizations. Their principal role is to define the problem and m anagem ent objectives (Miser and Q uade 1985) , and give feedback on mainly the qualitative design. The domain experts can be scientists or field experts, who contribute the data and m odels needed for the quantitative design, and have to validate the DSS at several stages of com pletion. Software engineers design the user interface and have the difficult task to im plem ent and technically integrate the m odels and data provided by the dom ain experts. The design has to be coordinated scientifically by one or m ore systems architects, who often have a generalist or less critical research background, and organizationally by project managers. In practice persons can have several tasks simultaneously or share their task with others. M any difficulties are reported with the exchange of contributions betw een developers (W alker 2002; D e K ok and W ind 2003; Schielen and Gijsbers 2003) . For example, when researchers provide the software engineers with m odels that are poorly designed from a software engineering point of view (W alker 2002) , or come up with last-minute changes of the system architecture that endanger the project planning at a critical stage. Ideally the design of a DSS is an iterative process which focuses towards an optim al balance betw een quality of the software design, scientific soundness, and the functionality for the users (Fig. 9 ). If one of these three aspects is overem phasized or neglected problem s will occur during the design and im plem entation phase (see Fig. 9 ) and the acceptance of the DSS by users will decrease. A review of the problem s related to DSS design and use is already available (W alker 2002) and the literature on project m anagem ent is vast. Three critical aspects for DSS developm ent and DSS acceptance will be discussed in the following sections, nam ely com munication, internal system consistency, and flexibility. The im portance of sound software engineering, both in term s of quality and efficiency, is discussed as well. This is an overarching design aspect linking to the other three aspects, and is often underestim ated (W alker 2002) .
Com m unication
Effective com m unication with potential users throughout the project is essential to ensure that the relevant problem s and feasible solutions are addressed by the DSS. The feasibility study that preceded the Elbe-DSS pilot version (Van D elden 2000; V erbeek et al. 2000) was aimed at identifying the potential users of the DSS. This turned out to be difficult for several reasons. First, the project was a researchdriven incentive, instead of a response to existing dem ands for inform ation from river managers. Second, it was not clear to the persons interviewed what a DSS could m ean for their work. M ost river m anagers did not (yet) have experience with the application of a DSS such as the Elbe-DSS prototype in their organization. Third, m ost interviewed persons had a sectoral background with a focus on a single river function such as nature or flood safety, rath er than experience with integrated river m anagem ent, although they were familiar with the concept. This m eant that problem s and m easures could only be discussed at a general level. The decision was therefore m ade to start the project with a tentative set of generally recognized pro b lems and planned m easures, and present a qualitative system diagram as a blueprint for the DSS after one year. The qualitative system diagram (Fig. 3) proved to be very useful to com municate the design and to structure discussions within the DSS developm ent team and with the dom ain experts and stakeholder representatives. The system diagram was updated regularly and served three im portant purposes: to present as clearly and user-friendly as possible an overview of the actual status of the design including processes and variables, measures, scenarios, m anagem ent objectives, and the m odels that were used (De K ok and W ind 2002), to facilitate the discussions betw een the designers and scientists on the one hand and the designers and selected users on the other hand, and to provide a gradually focusing layout for the DSS and user interface for the software engineers. D ue to changes in the functionality and priorities of the users the design of the system diagram was a continuous activity although most of the effort was made during the first half of the project. W ith ongoing changes to the design absolute perfection of the system diagram was not the goal. A fter several iterations the system diagram was considered to be consistent and only limited changes were im plem ented because adaptations become more difficult tow ards the final stage of the project in view of the consistency with other m odels and the user interface.
Internal Consistency
M ost DSS developm ents in environm ental issues, the Elbe-DSS included, are science-driven rather than user-driven, which m eans that the design is based on m odels and data addressing specific scientific problems, instead of real-world issues from a potential users' perspective. In principle such a bottom -up approach is not a problem , provided that the models and data pertain to the issues that are brought up by the users. In the case of the Elbe-DSS the m ost relevant m odels and data were identified after the problem form ulation with the users (V erbeek et al. 2000) , in order to decide w hether the design was feasible. Research m odels usually require more accurate and expensive data, and have a scientific, discipline-oriented purpose rather than being a p art of an integrated software tool. Furtherm ore, these models are sometimes more complex than necessary for the intended use in a DSS, and limited to specific research locations. Therefore, the application to other m easures or scenarios w ithout collecting new data or recalibration can be difficult. As was discussed in Section 5 the application of research m odels in a DSS poses a scientific challenge related to the integration with m odels with different types and quality of input. It is not m eaningful to use the output of an accurate model as input for a coarse model. The aim of appropriate m odeling (Xu and M ynett 2006; D e K ort and Booij 2007) is to ensure the DSS design m atches the user requirem ents. Such a DSS has a high degree of internal consistency (De K ok and W ind 2002, 2003) . Much attention was paid to the consistency of models and data, for example to determ ine the appropriate spatial resolution of the elevation grid in the floodplains. For example, the appropriate vertical accuracy of the elevation data for the floodplains could be derived from the sensitivity of the ecological m odel that used the elevation data as input (De Kok and H olzhauer 2004) and turned out to be 0.5 m approxim ately, thus matching the quality of the elevation data (BKG 2003) . The horizontal resolution of the elevation data was 20 x 20 m. Based on the river-scale application of the ecological model and integration with the C O R IN E land-use data (E E A 2002), with a 100 x 100 m resolution, it was decided to aggregate the elevation data to this spatial resolution.
Flexibility
B oth the users and their requirem ents will often change during a long-term project, particularly when data and m odels are partially under developm ent. A t several stages during the project iterations betw een the three design activities (problem form ulation, qualitative design and quantitative design) were allowed for, and also proved to be necessary. As m entioned before, the A ugust 2002 flood called for extension of the channel m odule with retention polders, which affected not only the qualitative system diagram and m odel base, but also the user interface and underlying technical design and im plem entation. A t later stages of a project such changes become more and m ore difficult to im plem ent, both for organizational and technical reasons. Complex models can answer specific questions m ore accurately but at the cost of a larger com putational load. A lthough the direct integration of a model has the advantage that the functionality becom es fully available to users, the com pu tational load can become too large for interactive use in, for example, sessions with stakeholders. For this reason the dike break sim ulations that were com puted with SO BEK have been incorporated in the DSS as precalculated scenarios. This limits the choice to a limited num ber of locations, but in this case this was not considered to be a problem because these had been proposed by the users themselves. Simple m odels are m ore flexible and easier to replace or generalize to new locations because the data collection and m odel setup are generally less demanding. The general lesson is that, particularly in the beginning of the design, DSS developers should attem pt to keep their models as simple as possible. If necessary, complex models can be replaced by simpler replica models that capture the essential behavior of the original model. Future research should focus on improving the scientific quality of such simplified models. F urtherm ore, interpolation of m odel results can be used to com plete data gaps or determ ine the consequences of alternatives that have not been precalculated. The latter approach, for example, is used in the user-friendly Planning Kit for river m anagem ent (Van Schijndel 2005).
Software Engineering
The developers of an integrated spatial decision support system (ISDSS) are usually well aware of the im portance of end-user involvement but often underestim ate the complexity of the software engineering aspects of their project (W alker 2002) . Two aspects of software engineering for ISDSS developm ent require m ore elaboration:
(1) object-oriented application fram eworks and (2) technical m odel integration.
The experience of the Elbe-DSS project is that few research models m eet the quality standards of m odern software engineering. In almost all cases the models that are to be integrated in a DSS are not designed to be part of a complex software system in the first place. W hen integrating existing models and data from previous research projects the DSS software engineer m ust be prepared to deal with: (1) various program m ing languages, (2) various compilers and interpreters, (3) various runtim e environm ents (4) various operating systems, (5) various concepts for data and m em ory m anagem ent, (6) open and closed systems and (7) too m any ad-hoc data formats. F urtherm ore, existing m odels almost never feature a software interface that enables them to be controlled by another software com ponent (e.g. a simulation engine). As long as such m odels are used in a research environm ent, in contrast to being p art of a larger system targeted at end-users, this often is not perceived as a problem . However, to create a usable ISDSS, the software engineer has to technically integrate data and m odels according to the design blueprinted in the conceptual sys tem diagram. To achieve this, each individual m odel is wrapped with a standardized software interface that enables the m odel to function as a com ponent in a netw ork of coupled m odels (Zeigler et al. 2000) . Next, the netw ork of coupled models is put under the control of a sim ulation engine, which acquires the inform ation about the input/output dependencies of all individual m odel com ponents. This is necessary to ensure their execution in the correct order. F urtherm ore, software com ponents have to be designed that interactively process the user input for m easures and scenarios and feed it to the models, as well as com ponents that take the output of the models and present it in a way that is meaningful for the user. Last but not least, the integrated m odel requires an interface with m any sources of spatial and non-spatial data in various formats.
Conclusions
The problem s encountered during the design of a DSS and lack of institutional im plem entation by potential users have lead to skepticism with respect to the usefulness of these tools. According to W alker (2002) DSS should be considered as learning tools, rather than instrum ents to support the decision-making process, although the two purposes are interrelated. M any of the problem s reported in the literature can be overcome, or at least m itigated, by paying attention to the following aspects of DSS developm ent and DSS application:
M otivation and purpose o f the D SS. D ifferent functions are attributed to décisionsupport systems in environm ental m anagem ent ranging from a learning tool, library system, discussion instrum ent to analysis of decision problems. W hether a DSS is appropriate and which functions are m ore relevant should be decided by the developers and users prior to or at the beginning of the project. Communication. The roles of software engineers, analysts, users, and dom ain experts in a DSS developm ent team (see Fig. 9 ) call for effective com m unication from the start, and a proper balance betw een the scientific content of a DSS, flexibility for the users, and sound software engineering principles. A regularly updated quali tative system diagram, which includes the measures, indicators, scenarios, and key processes, facilitates the discussions within the DSS developm ent team , as well as with stakeholders and users. Appropriate modeling. M any DSS projects still follow a bottom -up, science-driven design path by taking scientific research and m odel availability as starting points, rather than a dem and from potential users. The availability of models and data does not guarantee their applicability in a DSS. Preferably, the selection of models and data should be based on internal system consistency, supported by a-priori sensitivitŷ and uncertainty analyses. This approach can be referred to by the term 'appropriate m odeling' (see Section 6.3).
Flexibility. In principle models should be kept as simple as possible to analyze the problem s at hand, in order to m aintain a certain degree of flexibility for future changes of the DSS design. If necessary, complex research m odels can be incorporated as simpler replica or m eta models. Form ulating such m eta m odels is not a straightforw ard m atter, and poses a challenge requiring close cooperation of dom ain experts and system architects. In this respect it may be helpful to support the m odeling process by m eans of sensitivity testing of sets of coupled models. A lack of flexibility to cope with changing priorities or different dem ands with regard to the functionality may endanger its acceptance am ong a wider audience, once a DSS is com pleted. The experience with the Elbe-DSS dem onstrates that a DSS is not a static instrum ent, but requires continuous adaptation to keep up with scientific progress, changing societal priorities, and physical conditions due to e.g. climate change. Follow-up and institutional implementation. Project budgets should allow for m ain tenance of the DSS and keep users involved in its further developm ent. To this aim key stakeholders with a view on the possibilities of the DSS should be integrated as project partners with a certain budget and own responsibility for e.g. data delivery and a role in the design of the user interface. A n im plem entation plan, albeit tentative, should be form ulated at an early stage of the design, so that users and developers have a reasonable picture of the intended use of the DSS. Last but not least, successful DSS developm ent should be seen like a norm al product developm ent cycle, consisting of developm ent, testing and marketing. M ost of the DSS developm ents in IR B M until now are financed by research budgets that end at the first step of this cycle. To finalize the product and turn potential users to real users an intensive testing phase, in which the users are involved, should be followed by a sound im plem entation strategy.
